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The Electro-Rock duo DESTRONICS has been defined by the media as the children of 

!"#$%&'()*%+',$-./%"(0%1-23 At their quite young age Quentin Lechemia (lead singer 

and guitarist, 20 years old) and David Balagna (synth player, 18 years old) have 

already performed live in front of thousands of people, and they really dig it! 

!"#$%#$&"'%(')*+%*&,%)-(./%01232456%75289:;%)*+%#$&"'%<=--)(=')#"=*>%,"#$%!&--"*?%!)-'.>@%

they have been playing their tunes in their city of Lyon, but also in Paris, Reims, Rouen, 

A5*+%#$&B%$)C&%>$)'&+% #$&%>#)?&% -"C&%,"#$%D=*B%D=*B%E.*%E.*@%5*#="*&%F-)/)')*@%1&)+%

E=<G%H)<$"*&@% 3'==C&% :#)?&@% :=/&#$"*?56)H=+&A2*% I)'#"<.-)'@% )*+% )/=*?>#% #$&"'% (&>#%

performances, they made 8,000 people dance in Reims at the RJR MUSIC LIVE (« Fête de 

la musique ») or at the Double Mixte and at the Transbordeur in Lyon where 2,500 and 800 

people respectively gathered to dance and sing to their beats! While they have started to 

gain some recognition on the  web (Top 10 in the Myspace electro charts of the week 

commencing February 15th this year J YES, ahead of Air, Daft Punk, Laurent Garnier and 

Digitalism ! - and about 180 000 visits on their Myspace page), they have also recently 

released their first professional music video directed by Etienne Perrin (Imetrages 

I'=+.<#"=*K% L&)#.'"*?% #$&% >=*?% 0This Night A Soldier;@% ,$"<$%$)>%)-'&)+B%&M<&&+&+%NO@PPP%

hits on Youtube. A second music video was released in November, this time featuring the 

/.<$%+=,*-=)+&+%)*+%'&/"M&+%>=*?%0Feel in color;A!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCz0vt1ajaU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V34iac_KEJw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrfH5pHJoXI
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Quentin Lechémia (singer / guitarist) 

 
After playing soccer at the A.S. St Etienne for five years 
and alongside his studies Quentin started Destronics, an 
electro rock duo, which has since then been restructured 
and has considerably evolved with the arrival of 
childhood friend David Balagna at his side. Quentin sings 
and plays guitar in the duo, while also ensuring the role 
of leader and composer. 
 

What are your influences? 

I learned guitar trying to imitate my guitar heroes (Joe 

:)#'")*"@%Q"//B%D)?&@%AKR%2%,)>%/)"*-B%"*L-.&*<&+%(B%#$&%

Rock of the seventies, by bands such as Led Zeppelin, 

Guns 'n' Roses. The discovery of electronic groups such 

as Daft Punk, Massive Attack have influenced me and 

pushed me to combine my two favorite styles to make a 

rock punctuated by percussive sounds. 

How do you compose?  

Our songs are mostly based on melodies and staccato 

rhythms that can sing a tune while moving the head. Our 

sounds come straight from our respective instruments. 

Improvisation forms the basis of our composing process. 

The funky synthesizer of David punctuates a warm guitar 

more edgy and dynamic. 

How would you describe your duo? 

Destronics is primarily a duo that gets along well, which 

is complete, and this clearly feels musically. Each one of 

us brings his touch and, thanks our multiple influences, 

this hopefully translates into a pr&##B% '"<$% >=.*+R%!&S'&%

hoping it will give a new impetus to the French electro 

current. A real atmosphere is created around the duo. It 

is a kind of space difficult to define, delivering a sound 

between tears and laughter, pain and happiness. 

Nuanced music, which you can really listen to non-stop! 

 

 
 
David Balagna (synth, chorus) 

David Balagna was born in Lyon. He is passionate about 

politics, and has been close to Quentin since childhood. 

He joined in as the man behind Destroni!"#$ %&'()*+,"-$

electro tracks and composition. 

What are your influences? 

All sounds ranging from Air, Daft Punk, Digital Love to 

more recent and moderns like Breakbot or more pop 

from the « Versailles scene » like Phoenix. But I also 

listen to an awful lot =L% T)UU@% L.*GAD&=I-&% -"G&% :#)*-&B%

Clarke, Jamiroquai, ...  

How do you perceive your duo? 

Fairly standard guitar / keyboard by classical training, yet 

electro pop rock oriented. As a concept rather innovative 

in the sense that our music is not confined to a particular 

genre. Our influences are different, our inspirations very 

wide, which leaves us much freedom in the studio and 

room for impros. 
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0Looking at those two we can safely say they will make a big splash by the end of this 
year... 0%TECHNIKART (France) 

 
0VC&'%#$&%I)>#%#,=%B&)'>@%2%$)C&%(&&*%L)--"*?%"*%-=C&%,"#$%W'&*<$%/.>"<@%)*+%1&>#'=*"<>%)'&%
T.>#%I.>$"*?%/&%#=%L)--%L.'#$&'%"*%-=C&R%%XAY%5*+%)>%#$&%B&)'%">%>#)'#"*?%#=%+'),%#=%)%<-=>&@%2%

$)C&%#=%)+/"#%#$)#%#$">%,)>%#$">%B&)'S>%("??&>#%>.'I'">&R; 
SLOW DIVE MUSIC (U.S.A) 

 
0The Destronics phenomenon.0 

LE PROGRES (France) 

 
05%>#'=*?@%.*"Z.&%>#B-&R;; 

SAY U WANT MUSIC (China) 
 

0An innovative and exciting album, a real machine to electrify the crowds.0 
YOUVOX CULTURE (France) 
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0Releasing an entirely self-produced album at just 18 and 20 was a gamble. Today the bet 

is turning into a success story!0 
STOP THE NOISE (France) 

 
0The whole album [...] propels us into a world of rhythmic guitar, compelling beats with a 

>.)C&%C="<&@%)*+%#$&BSre not faking it ! To listen to urgently! 0 
ELECTROBLOG (France) 

 
0A pleasant surprise0 

INDIESPENSABLES  (Spain) 
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04$&%I&'L&<#%/)>#&'B%=L%#$&%"*>#'./&*#>%)*+%1&>#'=*"<>S%&-&<#'"<%C="<&>%#.'*%#$&"'%>=*?>%"*#=%
'&)-%$"#>R; 

EMPREINTES DIGITALES (France) 

 
 0E&)--B%?==+%"*+"&%[%&-&<#'=%I=I%#$)#S>%/.>"<%#=%B=.'%&)'>R; 

DASROHMATERIAL (Germany) 

 
04$&'&S>%*=%+&*B"*?%#$&%Z.)-"#B%=L%#$&%)-(./R%1&>#'=*"<>%XRRRY%>$=,%.>%=*<&%)?)"*%#$)#%>B*#$%

)*+%?."#)'%'"LL>%)'&%C&'B%?==+%/"MR%; 
THE YERS (France) 
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27-05-11 | LYON @ Festival ARCHISOUND w/ SomethingALaMode 
20-05-\\%]%6^V7%_%`a$%+&%-S27:5%,[%:$)G)%D=*G@%7)>>&' 
08-04-11 | TOULON @ Gala ISEN (DJ Set) 
01-04-11 | TLM TV  
31-03-11 | LYON @ NINKASI KAO (DJ Set) 
20-11-10 | REIMS @ CINEMA GAUMONT w/ SomethingALaMode, Dead Rock Machine 
14-10-10 | LYON @ DOUBLE MIXTE w / Pony Pony Run Run, Antoine Clamaran 
06-10-10 | LYON @ TRANSBORDEUR w/ Karimouche 
21-06-10 | REIMS @ RJR MUSIC LIVE w/ Groove Stage 
17-04-10 | LYON @ Lyon III w/ Yeasty Kids 
09-04-10 | REIMS @ Pop Art Café w/ Mister Soap, Quanone 
02-04-10 | LYON @ La Marquise w/ The Hearts 
19-03-10 | ROUEN @ EXO7 w/ Dead Rock Machine 
13-03-10 | ECULLY @ Ecole Centrale 
22-01-10 | LYON @ Dixième Arrondissement - Balthasard party 
12-12-09 | REIMS @ Pop Art Café w/ Man&Man 
02-12-09 | ECULLY @ Ecole Centrale w/ Bates Motel  
21-11-09 | VILLEURBANNE @ Festival Film Court w/ Bates Motel, Ronan Siri 
17-10-09 | LYON @ La Marquise w/ GRS Club 
10-04-09 | VAISE @ Double Six w/ Liga Quintana 
13-03-09 | LYON @ Ninkasi Kafé w/ Decibelles, Laisy Daisy 
30-01-Pb%]%D5E2:%_%6)%W-c<$&%+SV'%,[%E&M%4$&%1=?@%H)*dH)*@%F$&I.GB 
 
and more...!
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http://www.mutinery.com/destronics
http://www.youtube.com/user/destronics
http://www.destronics.com/
http://www.myspace.com/destronics
http://www.facebook.com/pages/DESTRONICS/24912021584?ref=ts
http://twitter.com/destronics
http://www.deezer.com/fr/music/destronics/digital-naives-644659
http://itunes.apple.com/fr/artist/destronics/id353423616
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MANAGEMENT 
Florian J. David - Zefyr Management 
fd@zefyrmanagement.com  
+(44) 7984675647 
 
BOOKING REQUESTS 
destronicsbooking@gmail.com  
!
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